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Fashion Art Toronto 2017 
A 5-day fashion & art event unlike any other: Toronto’s most exciting 
& provocative runway returns April 18-22, 2017 

Toronto - For five nights, Fashion Art Toronto presents its annual showcase of creative 
and cutting-edge fashion and art from April 18-22, 2017. Expect over 40 runway shows 
and fashion performances, art installations, photo exhibits and short fashion film.


In its 12th year, Fashion Art Toronto is Canada’s foremost festival for emerging and 
contemporary fashion and design, providing an unrestricted and accessible platform 
for local and international designers to present collections and art.


A true testament to the spirit of the arts and fashion culture in Toronto, Fashion Art 
Toronto is made possible with the collaborative effort of hundreds of creative 
participants, volunteers and sponsors each year. |FAT| attracts thousands of guests 
including buyers, media, industry participants and fashion enthusiasts.
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PRESENTING CANADA’S NEXT TOP FASHION MAKERS

• Known for her art-inspired wearables, both minimalistic & complicated in mainly black & 
white, designer Brit Wacher returns to FAT 2017 with ‘I thought I was colorblind/Cosmic 
Boudoir’, a line of her signature, unconventional tailoring fused with color and print. April 
21, 2017  
 

• Jon Riosa, fibre artist and OCAD graduate, presents VEIL, an articulate collection of 
wearable sculpture…or physical constraints; clothing with wrapped layers and woven 
bindings that illustrates the struggle of individuality and voice. 
 April 21, 2017  
 

• Transforming unconventional materials into couture wearables, award-winning designer 
Xue Liang challenges the idea of ‘everyday waste’ by upcycling it into opulent fashion. 
 April 22, 2017  
 

• Latex couture is just recently making its way to red carpets around the world, including 
the infamous Victoria’s Secret runway that featured a showstopper from Canada’s high 
fashion latex brand, House of Etiquette. For 2017, classic staples are reimagined into 
well-constructed mainstream latex pieces.  
April 18, 2017  
 

• Recent Ryerson University fashion grad Justine Latour has already gained attention 
with her conceptual, statement-driven work. For Au Natural, 3D construction, digital 
design and transparent fabrics are crafted into a positive, celebratory look at the female 
nude. April 18, 2017
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|FAT| 2017 HIGHLIGHTS
• Taking inspiration from the theme #FASHIONEVOLUTION, participants will present 

fashion and art that revisit trends of the past, look at current fashion and imagine how 
fashion may evolve in the future. 
 

• A crowd favorite, RiaToss Productions returns with “iT”, a high-energy, visually 
stunning fashion dance performance, April 22, 2017. 
 

• Talented returning |FAT| designers “to watch” include Mitra Ghavamian, Padina 
Bondar, With Love Lingerie and an anticipated fashion performance by L’Uomo 
Strano.

|FAT| ART 
The Dressing Room Project features art installations that explore fashion from a social, 
environmental and conscious standpoint including:

•  
Leather Landscapes takes the raw, handcrafted look of leather, and reimagines it in a 
tailored and elegant installation presented by UNCUFFED Leather. 
 

• Internationally acclaimed artist Susan Avishai raises the awareness of Canada’s 
enormous problem of textile waste through Rapunzel, Rapunzel - an installation made 
entirely of deconstructed and quilted shirt pieces sourced from secondhand shops. 
 

• Fashion photography exhibition includes Michele Taras’ Circus, an eccentric look at the 
eccentric fashion of designer Rocky Gathercole among Toronto’s colorful Darling 
Mansion; and Stephen M. Loban’s Harlequin, a fashion editorial inspired by historical 
Italian theatrical characters.
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For all designer and artist profiles, complete with bios and high resolution images, please visit 
our website http://fashionarttoronto.ca

lFATl VENUE
Daniels Spectrum, 585 Dundas Street East April 18-22, 2017 from 5:30pm-12am daily

lFATl TICKETS
Online: http://fashionarttoronto.ca $15 Student / $45 Day Pass / $95 Week Pass

lFATl SCHEDULE 
The complete |FAT| 2017 schedule is now available online at: http://fashionarttoronto.ca/
schedule-17/ 

MEDIA CONTACT 
Rachel Schwab
media@fashionarttoronto.ca
416-895-6255
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